LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM
This customized leadership training program will provide the learner with the tools to build confidence, skills
and presence needed to lead your team to success. Highly regarded Franklin Pierce University faculty will teach
concepts that can be applied immediately at work, having a positive impact on the organization.

LEADERSHIP ESSENTIALS TRAINING | 4 hours, hybrid or fully remote training
This half-day interactive training will help develop leadership skills, enabling students to create a climate in the organization infused
with positive energy and purpose. The training begins by exploring leadership styles, examining the fundamental principles of effective
leadership, conducting self-analysis on personal style and exploring the impact leadership behavior has on organizations’ climate and
culture.
PUBLIC SPEAKING | 8 hours, hybrid or fully remote training over 2-3 sessions
Do you want to learn how to develop compelling, succinct and clear presentations? Do you feel anxiety or fear when speaking in public?
If you have answered yes to these questions, then this public speaking training is for you. Students will learn innovative techniques to
design and deliver great presentations, increase enthusiasm and confidence, working to overcome the fear of speaking in public and
develop enhanced communication skills. Participants deliver a number of short, face to face and videotaped presentations, followed by
constructive feedback for improvement.
WORKING WITH THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS: BEST PRACTICES | 4 hours, hybrid or fully remote training
High-impact boards start with members who understand their role and how best to bring their skills to the table. In this interactive
training, participants will review the roles and responsibilities of the board members, including fiscal responsibility, strategy and goal
setting, and learn how to navigate the dynamics of leadership at the Board level. Participants will be able to attend a board meeting and
later discuss it in an on-line format. A laptop is required for this training.
ACCOUNTING FOR THE NON-ACCOUNTANT: BASICS | 4 hours, hybrid or fully remote training
In this half-day workshop, the specific terminology used in accounting will be explored. Additionally, this training will examine the
main financial statements required for a corporation. Participants will develop an understanding of the classification of net assets and
preparation of the Statement of Financial Position, establish awareness of revenues and expenses and learn to interpret various financial
statements of an organization.
For more information please contact Heather Ladue, Executive Director of Professional Programs & Partnerships, at
(603) 702-3976 or Ladueh@franklinpierce.edu.

